
The features you select at the Lexis Advance® service work the way you expect— 
simple to use with powerful results. Use these popular top-10 features and see how  
you can cover more ground faster and easier. 

These top-10 Lexis Advance® 
features offer major benefits 

1 New user interface Screens now have a cleaner, simplified appearance. You get faster “find and go”—

saving you even more time. Find more of what you expect, where you expect.  

Even anticipate your next steps better.

2 Enhanced red search box that 

does so much for you! 

So flexible! Search across all available content—without selecting sources. 

Or request a source(s) you want to search. Then get source documents with 

one click. As you enter your search, the search box suggests legal phrases 

or document titles/citations. Retrieve full-text documents using the citation, 

popular law name or case name. Shepardize® a citation. Search with plain 

English—or use the terms and connectors you’re comfortable with. 

3 Enhanced pre-search filters 

that help you focus on 

jurisdictions fast

Choose from a variety of federal and state court jurisdictions. Also refine  

by content categories or practice areas before you search and save time 

browsing results. Even add favorite filter combinations. It’s easy to make a  

filter combination a favorite too. Just select the star when you’re done adding 

filter choices.

4 Flexible Table of Contents 

(TOC) research

Browse Table of Contents by selecting to view via the search box or Browse 

Sources. Or, add a TOC source to your search and even enter a partial citation 

to retrieve the nearest associated section. When viewing the table of contents, 

choose specific parts, titles or chapters—just what you need—and search those 

sections. Deliver specific sections too.

5 Online Folders that increase 

your effectiveness

Save what’s important to you—documents, text, even search results and 

effective searches. Annotate documents and highlight text before saving.  

Plus you’re notified automatically if Folder documents have changed. Just  

click and update—at no extra charge for subscription documents. 



*Topic Summaries are available in U.S. cases as well 
as case law from California, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, 
Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, 
Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, 
Texas, Virginia and Washington, D.C.
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6 History that can also further 

your research

Resume past research without missing a beat. Your searches, search  

terms, documents, Shepard’s® reports, email sends and other activities are 

automatically saved in your History for up to 90 days. Review History as a list  

or get a graphical map view where you can compare search results and find 

more, similar documents.

7 Predictable pricing that 

eliminates search charges  

No per-search costs, no hourly costs—no worries about accidental document 

charges. Even printing and Shepardizing™ are included with each subscription 

document. Out-of-plan documents are out of reach. You can’t access them—or get 

charged—without taking active steps. 

8 Browse Topics that point you 

to legal topic resources

Find a legal topic and related documents easily. Select the Browse pull-down 

menu, then Topics. Search for your topic. Or select a practice area and  

browse through a hierarchy. Choose a topic, and you can do so much:  

retrieve relevant documents, add them to your search, get Alert updates and  

review relevant Topic Summaries. 

9 Legal Topic Summaries  

that compile leading  

authority for you

Come up to speed on a legal topic—no searching! Topic Summaries compile 

seminal cases and other defining authority, plus outline topic elements, 

standards of review, burden of proof, etc. Available in many U.S. cases and 16 

jurisdictions,* find Topic Summary briefcase icons in full-text cases, with case 

headnotes and when browsing topics.

10 Flexible Alert options that keep 

you updated without being 

overwhelmed 

One Alert can compile the latest across all content categories. Or set up a 

publication Alert and get updates without entering a search query. And set up is 

just what you expect: set delivery times and days, even get notifications as they 

occur instead of waiting for your update report. Go back and edit search terms 

to improve results. If you track bills, set up a Legislative Alert. Set a Shepard’s 

Alert® notification to update you on changes to a case treatment, etc.  
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